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Presenting fabric designs

Marker pens are ideal for presenting ideas for fabric designs 
– whether the idea is for a screen print, a hand-painted piece 
of textile or a knitted pattern. The bold colours and ease of 
control make it simple to try out different colour combinations or 
colourways for designs.

You will experiment with different colour combinations for a 
pattern design. The pattern is for use on different textile products 
to be sold as souvenirs at an international trade fair concerned 
with selling tropical fruits.

Images that might be used in the pattern design are shown 
below.

Student’s Book:
Presentation drawings for 
textile designs pages 58-9

Time available:
40 minutes

You will learn:
How to present your designs 
for fabrics and textiles.

You will need:
Plain A4 paper

Graph paper

Wide range of marker 
pens

Pencils

Fine-line marker pens

Eraser   
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What to do

1 Use any part of the images to design a pattern for a piece of fabric. You can enlarge or reduce  
the parts if you wish. Try to keep the pattern simple!

2 Use graph paper to help you to position and space the different elements to make an interesting  
arrangement. (See also SRT 13.)

3 Fit your design into a rectangle that is one quarter of an A4 sheet.

4 When you have completed your pattern, repeat it three times so that you have four copies on a  
single piece of A4 paper.

5 Use markers to produce four different colourways for the fabric design on your pattern sheet.   
Each colourway should contain only two colours.

6 Present your designs as part of a class display.

Doing it the ICT way
If you have access to a computer and suitable software, you can produce your pattern 
in a range of colourways on screen. If you have access to a scanner you can develop 
the pattern on paper and then scan it into the computer.




